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Mr . President, in addressing this Assembly for
the first time, I am conscious that you have given lonp, and
distinguished service to the United Nations . My delegation
is confident that your knowledge and wisdom will contribute
to the success of our deliberations and pledges its full
cooperation to you in carrying out your duties .

May .I also welcome the newest member of the
United Nations - the Seychelles . Canada looks forward to
establishing friendly relations with the people and government
of this new Commonwealth country .

I take this opportunity to express to the
delegation of China the condolences of the government and
people of Canada on the death of Chairman Mao Tse Tung . The
world has lost a great man .

This is a time of difficult adjustment for the
United Nations .

Our membership, with some notable exceptions, is
virtually complete, yet there are pressures to define more
strictly the obligations of membership .

Efforts to adapt the procedures and structure of
the UN to accommodate new policy priorities introduce new
tensions in some traditional bodies and activities .

Agreement on standards and principles of human
rights is not matched by an equal determination to implement
these standards without discrimination .

The Security Council meets more frequently than
before, but there is no comparable increase in thn n>>mhor nf
agi-ccd vcL;olu l.lUl1L; .

Acts of piracy and terror, both within and between
states, undermine the principles of international law and
behaviour on which the UN Charter is based .

The ideal of greater economic and social equality
between nations is ..t i l l Far t'rom translation intc> i>rac :t icc .

And finally, the choice between anarchy or orde r
on the oceans stands out before us in unmistakeable clarity .
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Universality

Canada supports the objective of universality
of membership . The Charter, it is true, speaks of certain
conditions for membership, but my government takes the view
that.all states which apply for membership ought to be given
the benefit of the doubt if such exists . Any question about
the degree of independence of such states should be resolved
on the basis of the opinion and practice of the majority of
member states .

But Canada also believes that a member once
admitted to membership should remain a member . We hold
that it would be a dangerous precedent to recommend ex-
pulsion of a member state on the grounds of violation of
the principles of the Charter, unless this is the consensus
of the whole membership . To purge this organisation of
"unpopular" members could lead to the withdrawal o f
support by others and the paralysis of our activities . That
is too high a price for us to pay .

We also hear threats from time to time to suspend
the right of Israel to participate in the General Assembly .
Canada would oppose such action . To deprive members of
their rights in the General Assembly on grounds not justi=ied
by the Charter makes a mockery of the Assembly . Our purpose
is to debate the issues, not to stifle them .

Institut - onal Change

One implication of univernall-iy o f
be a willing acceptance ol the obligations of membership,
especially by those states which play a major role in the
Organisation . A responsible measure of participation in
UN activities, especially those voluntary programs which
relieve suffering or help to maintain the peace, is a
sign of such willingness . As a matter of principle Canada
will m•iinCain i t î I 'iil lind completu support for il l . UN
organs of which it is a member . We would regret any
trend towards the boycotting of UN institutions, or the
unilateral reduction of assessed contributions to UN
agencies, even though certain of their activities may be
regarded by some states as harmful or irregular .
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Nevertheless, we believe it is unwise to press
resolutions to a vote on issues which deeply divide the
membership . Canada regrets for example that the campaign
against racial discrimination, on which there is wide consensus,
should be associated with Zionism, about which there is
profound disagreement . If this link is maintained, my
government will not participate in the conference to be
held in 1978 on racial discrimination .

The structure of our organisation and the priorities
which it follows from time to time must reflect change i n
the world situation and in the membership . The shift over
the years towards econemi r and nccia1 pri.cri t: ies i : :
desirable and understandable

. We hope that some restructuring
of the economic and social sector of the UN will take olac

eas a result
. We see merit in proposals to give a more central

role to the Economic and Social Council and for arrangements
in the Secretariat designed to support this role

. It is no :
too soon to envisage the Economic and Social Council i n
permanent session, taking up groups of issues in some orderly
fashion and giving close attention to the implementaticn o -
decisions taken at UN special conferences . The recor .̂,::entations
of the Habitat conference, for example, of which Canada ha

d
the honour to act as host, require thorough and expert
scrutiny .

We recognise as well that many members believ e
the Charter reflects better the world of 1945 than the world
of today

. We agree that useful changes might be made . ?s-z:
here, as in other matters, the best may be the enemy of the
good

. Canada takes the view that the present balance of power
between the General Assembly and the Security Council, which
is the central issue of tho (`hnrt(-r roform, i : : p r•, f , r• .r1 ) 1 - t (,•rrry .r I lor•rr,i l ivir . 'l'!ru quu :, liurr ul llie Coutrcil's r:rer"bershi p
may be debatable, but its powers and structure still serve us
well

. So too does the principle of equal rights in the General
Assembly . If the UN is to evolve gradually into a body
capable of making decisions which affect the vital interest

s
of all states, it must follow procedures which give confidence
to its members that these interests are secure .

Humar. Rights

The coming into force this year of the Covenants
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and on Civil and
Political Rights is a major step forward for the UN

. As
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a member of the Commission on Human Rights, Canada will now
direct her efforts principally towards the protection of
the ribhts defined in the Covenants and in the Declaration .
One obvious means is to make effective the investigative
and appeal mechanisms that are now established . These
mechanisms require that states be willing to arr!ept
impartial examination of any alleged failures ::o abide by
their commitments . A Court of Human Rights, as propose d
by iny German colleague, is a step we should consider . Noneof us have perfect records . To fall short of the aspirations
inscribed in the Covenants and the Declaration on Human
Rights is not a matter for partisan polemics but for sober
assessment .

The obstacles ahead are formidable . Appeals
against violations of human rights can be a threat to the
legitimacy of some governments and an embarrassment to
others . No state is immune to criticism in this regard,
although some manage to deflect attention while others
become the center of attraction . Canada will speak out to
the best of her knowledge -without regard for power or f=,•zo,_,r .
We attach particular importance to the full implementation
of the terms of the Declaration on Torture which the General
Assembly adopted in 1975 .

Peace and Securit y

Our experience with peacekeeping has been dif"ferent
from our experience with human rights . The concepts and
prirciples of UN peacekeeping have been the subject of s-tron6
disagreement, whereas the practice has been modestly successful

.

Threats to peace and security vary frnm yo,-it, t,,
yu .it' buL wu avc r d t 'ely ahlu Lu elaiui that none exist . This
year we have been shocked by the continuing loss of life in
the Lebanon . The United Nations has not been able t o
contribute to peacemaking efforts there but should remain
ready to respond if the situation so requires .

A few weeks ago Southern Africa was on the verge
of disaster. It may sti 11 be s o . But I am sure we are all
encouraged by the developments of recent days . I pay tribute
to the patient diplomacy of the Secretary of State of the
United States and welcome the apparent change of mind in
Pretoria and Salisbury which his efforts may have achieved .
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My government agrees that the early independence of both
Namibia and Rhodesia on the basis of majority rule and
racial harmony is essential to the peace of Africa . It
believes as well that South Africa must meet the legitimate
politica], social. and economic demands of the majority
of South Africans, sul.,povled by the virtually unanimous
opinion of this"Assembly, if such peace is to endure .

In the Middle East the UN has no choice but to
continue the peacekeeping duties authorised by the Security
Council . We were encouraged at this time last year by the
interim agreement reached between Egypt and Israel on the
withdrawal of their forces from Sinai . We look forward to
further negotiations which could lead eventually to a peace
settlement on the basis of the principles agreed by the
Security Council in its Resolution 242, and which would ta ::e
into account the legitimate concerns and interests of the
Palestinian people . Whether negotiations are resumed
bilaterally with the help of third party mediation or wâ--ther
they take place multilaterally in the presence of all the
parties directly affected is less important than a joint
determination by the states concerned to accept the necessity
of establishing and maintaining peaceful relations bev.reen
them . Pending the achievement of this objective, Canada will
continue to contribute to UN peacekeeping operations and will
oppose actions or initiatives which imperil the securit y
and independence of states in the area, or make it more
difficult for the UN to help in achieving a settlement .

In Cyprus the United Nations Force still faces a
difficult situation . The parties to the dispute are no
closer to agreement now than before . The situation on the
a ', r '( ) iincl ro iiia i ii : : 1 c•ii :,~• .iii ( l . T t i : f*p rio r•n1 1y :i P,t -( - ( l
that the UN Force plays a vital role but the costs of the
Force are running $40 million over the contributions collected .
We believe strongly that all member states, in particular
the permanent members, should make appropriate contribu-
tions to duly authorised UN peacekeeping operations . The
fact that only a dozen or no governments have made pay-
ments to the UN Special Account for the first six
months of this year is not a record of which we can be
proud . I can only conclude Mr . President that unless the
dispute moves toward settlement soon my government will have
to review its position as a troop contributor in Cyprus .

We are concerned as well about continuing acts
of terrorism throughout the world and about innocent people
who have been threatened or killed .
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The General Assembly established a committee
four years ago to study both terrorism itself and its
underlying causes . The committee came to no conclusions ,
and the Assembly has not even studied its report . We
believe the Assembly should now concentrate on a single
aspect of the problem in an effort to achieve concrete
results .

I therefore support the proposal of my colleague
from the Federal Republic of Germany that priority :;hould be
given to action against taking hostages, and that international
agreement be reached to ensure the punishment of those who
engage in such acts wherever they seek refuge . But we must
not forget that conventions against aerial. hi.ghjacl-in ;1
already exist . If all states were to ratify them we could
be more confident that such highjackings would stop .

Mr. President, my predecessor spoke last year of
the "totally unsatisfactory rate of progress in achieving
disarmament measures" and said that the General Assembl y
must continue "as a spur to action in the field of disarmament" .
A year later the record is little better . In the words o f
our distinguished Secretary General "the problem of armaments
continues to present the most serious threat to a peaceful
and orderly future for the world community" . We should be
ready to explore new avenues, and in this spirit my Governmen t
is prepared to consider sympathetically a proposal to convene
a special session of the General Assembly on disarmamen-.
in 1978 .

We must not delude ourselves however that the
principal obstacles to progress on disarmament will be
removed by discussion in this Assembly . These obstacles
are the differences of vi.ew among states as to the hp :r
w .iy : : ul l l w- i l : :~ Ul1I• u .; atuitiiCiuii u1 41uy5
of improving the role of the United Nations in the field of
arms control and disarmament will have achieved little unless
member countries redouble their efforts to overcome these
differences .

At this mid-point in the Disarmament Decade the
responsibility to address the real obstacles to progress is
shared by all members of this organisation . But this respon-
sibility falls most heavily on the nuclear weapon states and
other states of military significance . Progress will be
meagre unless we re-examine traditional assumptions, take
adequate account of the security concerns of others, and
seize all opportunities for concrete action .
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Economic and Social Development

All of us acknowledge that the money spent on
weapons might be put to better use . Few of us reduce our
defence budgets . To do so requires better understanding and
mutual confidence . Such understanding and mutual confidence
is difficult to achieve in the best of cases and not least
in a werl cl cl i .v i<1ecl bc tweejl wc,r 1 th ancl poverty . That is why
a common effort to accelerate the process of development and
to reduce disparities is in the interest of all states .

UNCTAD IV has now taken place . The Conferenc e
on International Economic Cooperation of which my predecessor,
Mr. MacEachen, has the honour to be Co-Chairman along wit hDr' . l'erez-Gucrruro of Venezuela, has been meeting since the
conclusion of last year's General Assembly . It has not beenan easy year

. The results of UNCTAD IV were achieved with
difficulty and the Paris Conference is not assured of success .

Yet, our difficulties should not obscure the =act
that we have made significant progress towards agreement on
the nature of our agenda and priorities, despite the apparent
lack of concrete achievement . If our preparation is thorough,
and our approach to it sincere, achievement will be more
likely to follow, provided that the requisite political will
exists on all sides . It is now my earnest hope that the
present phase of the Paris Conference will bear fruit .

The work of the Paris Conference is proceeding
in parallel with work in the larger international bodies
associated with the UN system . Its participants are aware
they must retain a global perspective on the problems
before them if non-participants in the Conference are to
have confidence in its results, and if these are tn in-

TheConference is part of a continuing process
of negotiation aimed at narrowing the gap between rich and
poor . The process is complex and it is permanent . Old
problems will not disappear quickly and new probler~s will
emerge . In the pursuit of a more equitable international
economic system Canada is prepared to commit its efforts
and its resources .

Law of the Se a

The fifth session of the Law of the Sea Conference
ended here in New York a few weeks ago without agreement
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except to meet again for a further session in the spring of
next year . Si pni fi.cant progre^^ has been made on many
issues but the Conference remains deeply divided on other
issues to a point where a strong sense of impatience and
even despair has set in about the seemingly endless nature
of these negotiations .

Canada is strongly committed to the objective of the
conference - a new legal order for the oceans based on equity
and sound management principles . As a major coastal stat e
Canada is acutely conscious of the inadequacy of the old
order, based largely on the concept of freedom of the seas
which developed 300 years ago but which has become, with the
force of modern technology, license to foul the shores and
ravage the fisheries of the oceans . As a Canadian from an
Atlantic province - Newfoundland - which is heavily dependent
upon the resources of the sea, I wish to leave this Assembly
in no doubt about the strength of Canadian concerns on this
matter .

Gravely depleted fisheries resources off our
coasts led to a decision by Canada to extend our fisheries
jurisdiction out to 200 miles, as of January 1, 1977 . This
action is being taken within the framework of a system of sound
conservation and rational management which we have negotiated
on a bilateral and regional level with major fishing states
operating off the Canadian coast . This action is also consistent
with a growing consensus among nations•reflected in the provisions
of the Single Negotiating Text that emerged from the Law of the
Sea Conference last year and which has been confirmed in this
year's revised text . Other states, including our immediate
neighbours, have taken or announced similar action .

'l'hu*vc- irc t>o : : .il .i.ve lc,rLuc~e-_; and aruas ut p rubi•ess in the
work of the conference which, I must add, Mr . Chairman, are in
significant measure due to your own skillful and tireless efforts
as President of the Conference . Although unduly protracted
because of differences on a narrowing list of unresolved,
hard-core issues, the conferenc:e process has seen the emergence
of a growing international consensus on a variety of important
matters, in addition to the fisheries provisions I hav,-~ just
menlioned . The concept of a 200-mile exclusive economic zone
with important coastal state powers has achieved broad acceptance .
There is general recognition of the need for special controls
against marine pollution in ice covered areas such as th e
Canadian arctic . The rights of states in respect of the
mineral resources of their continental shelves extending ou t
to the continental margin are widely accepted in the conference,
although differences remain on the definition of the margi n
and on proposals for revenue-sharing in areas beyond 200 miles .
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A major remaining obstacle to further progress has
been the deadlock on the question of mining the rich resources
of the deep seabed, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction .
On this and other unfinished business we must find inter-
nationally agreed solutions to avert a serious risk of
conflict, and for the benefit of all mankind . The proces s
may be long and many are weary but we must not flag in the
effort to achieve agreement on an overall regime for the
oceans at the moment when, finally, success might be within
our grasp .

Mr . President, I have spoken about our hopes
and disappointments as members of the United Nations . I
conclude with the pledge that Canada will continue to be
a loyal and, I trust, constructive member . The United
nations suits Canada . We are a country of many peoples and
cultures . We understand the meaning of compromise and con-
sens us . We prize the opportunity to cultivate relations with
near and distant friends . We remain committed to the purposes
and principles of the Charter .


